
 MRE10-22B
MRE10-22NV 
 HYTOOL™ 

 ERGONOMIC FULL CYCLE 
RATCHET HAND TOOLS 

 MRE10-22B - #10-#22 Uninsulated 
Terminals and Splices
MRE10-22NV - #10-#22 Nylon 
and Vinyl Insulated Terminals and 
Splices 

 The MRE10-22B and MRE10-22NV 
ergonomic full cycle ratchet tools 
provide a complete positive crimp 
each time. The ergonomic comfort 
grip handles reduce operator fatigue 
during continuous use. Once started, 
the ratchet mechanism does not allow 
the handles to be opened until the full 
ratcheting cycle is completed, unless 
the operator actuates the emergency 
release lever. This provides for a 
completed crimp before a connector 
can be removed from the tool. The 
MRE10-22B crimps uninsulated (bare) 
terminals and splices ranging from #10 
AWG - #22 AWG; the MRE10-22NV 
crimps nylon and vinyl terminals and 
splices ranging from #10 AWG - #22 
AWG. The dies are color coded and 
stamped with the conductor size to 
provide an easy match of the die and 
proper BURNDY® terminal or splice. 
Each tool comes complete with a 
5-year limited warranty. 

•      Ergonomic hand tools for crimping 
insulated and uninsulated 
terminals and splices

• Overmolded comfort grip handles 
reduce fatigue during continuous 
use

• Easy groove identifi cation with 
color coded dies

• Full cycle ratchet tool to assure 
properly crimped connections

• Emergency release mechanism 
allows tool to open in case of 
misalignment or mistaken die 
choice

• Stop plate ensures proper location 
of terminals for consistent reliable 
connection every time

• UL Listed/CSA Certifi ed 
connections when used with 
recommended BURNDY® 
terminals and splices

• Two tools accommodate nylon, 
vinyl and uninsulated terminals 
and splices #22 AWG - #10 AWG

• 5-year limited warranty 

  Tool Weight:  1.3 lbs   
Length:  10.5 in   
Width:  3 in     
Warranty:  5  Years

Features and Benefi ts

SPECIFICATIONS

FOR USE ON
 MRE10-22B for uninsulated (bare) 
terminals and splices #22-#10 AWG

BURNDY® Connector Family: 
T- (YAD-), T-F (YAD-F), YAV-, YAV-H, 
YAV-R, YAV-T-F, YAV-H-F, YAV-Z, YSV, 
YSV-H

Die Inspection Gauges: **
#22 - #14 AWG:  PG-403-2R
#12 - #10 AWG:  PG-403-1R

MRE10-22NV for nylon and vinyl 
insulated terminals and splices #22-
#10 AWG

BURNDY® Connector Family:
TP- (BA-), TP-F (BA-EF), TP-Z 
(BA-EZ), TP-LF (BA-EL), SP (BS), 
TN- (YAES-), TN-F (YAES-F), SNM* 
(YSES)*, YAE-N-, YAE-N-F, YAE-Z, 
SN- (YSE-HN), YSE-H, YAEV-
[*excludes #10 size]

Die Inspection Gauges: **
#22 - #18 AWG (Red):         PG-406-1
#16 - #14 AWG (Blue):        PG-407-1
#12 - #10 AWG (Yellow):     PG-408-1

** Die Inspection Gauges are sold 
separately 
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